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We study the structure of the minimum weight base of a matroid M=(E,I) the order of whose 
element set E is determined by the interleaving of two ordered subsets of E, R and W. The results 
imply an interesting application in economics, and are useful for the rapid recomputation of the 
minimum weight base when the order of E is successively modified by changing the interleaving 
of R and B’. As a special case of the main result, the following parametric problem is efficiently 
solved: For M=(E,I) a matroid with weighted element set E, and R a subset of E, find for all 
feasible values of q, the minimum weight base of Mcontaining exactly q elements of R. This para- 
metric problem is a weighted matroid intersection problem and hence can be solved by known 
matroid intersection algorithms. The approach in this paper is different, and vastly improves the 
efficiency of the solution, as well as determining structural information about the bases. 
1. Introduction 
Given a matroid M with element set E partitioned into two sets R and W, consider 
the set of all strict orderings of E which preserve given internal orders of R and W 
respectively. Associated with each such ordering is a minimum weight base of M. 
Given any ordering, the minimum weight base of M can be found efficiently by one 
of several greedy algorithms [3]. The purpose of this paper is not to study a single 
ordering and its induced minimum weight base, but rather, to study the class of all 
minimum weight bases associated with the above set of orderings. We characterize 
the structure of this class of bases, and present an efficient algorithm to yield a com- 
pact representation of them. We use the algorithm to efficiently solve the following 
parametric problem (matroid selection problem): For Ma matroid with element set 
E partitioned into two sets R and W, and a distinct weight defined for each element 
in E, find for all feasible q, the minimum weight base of M containing exactly q 
elements of R. This parametric problem has a known solution using a general 
weighted matroid intersection algorithm, however, the results in this paper yield a 
vastly more efficient algorithm. In addition to solving the problem, the algorithm 
gives structural information about the solution. We also apply the main result of 
the paper to a phenomenon arising in economics, and to problems of successive 
modification. 
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The structure of the paper is the following: Section 2 covers the needed defini- 
tions; Section 3 states the main result, the pairing theorem; Section 4 applies the 
theorem to the matroid selection problem; Section 5 discusses an application of the 
pairing theorem in economics; Section 6 gives the pairing algorithm and proves the 
pairing theorem; and Section 7 discusses uccessive modification. 
2. Definitions 
Basic definitions for matroids and graphs can be found in Lawler (31. The reader 
unfamiliar with matroids, but familiar with graphs, can follow most of the paper 
by specializing the results to the minimum spanning tree problem, substituting 
graphs for matroids, edges for elements, spanning trees for bases, and cycles for 
circuits. 
Let h4= (E, I) be a matroid with element set E partitioned into two ordered 
sets R(red)=(R1,Rz,..., R,) and W(white) = (IV,, W,, . . . , W,), where I = IE 1 -s. A 
weighting of E, denoted C(E), is defined as a map from E into the reals. For 
an element Ei of E, C(E,) is called the weight of E;. The inferleavings of E, de- 
noted I@, W), consist of all weightings such that C(R,) < C(R2) < ... < C(R,) and 
C(W,)<C(Wd<+*.<C(W,), and C(Rj)#C(Wj) for all i, j. That is, the order of 
the weights of the red elements is preserved in Z(R, W), as is the order of the weights 
of the white elements, but the two sets may be ordered together by any interleaving 
of R and W, with no ties permitted. 
Given C(E), the weight of a base B of M is defined as the sum of the weights 
of the elements of B, and the minimum bveight base is the base with minimum weight 
over all bases of M. For every interleaving in Z(R, W) there is an associated unique 
minimum weight base [3], and we define B(R, W) as the set of all bases such that 
each is the associated minimum weight base for some interleaving. That is, for every 
B in B(R, W) there is an interleaving C(E) in Z(R, W) for which B is the minimum 
weight base. Given a weighting C(E), the problem of finding a minimum weight 
base can be solved efficiently by one of several greedy algorithms [3]. In this paper 
we are not interested in a single C(E), but in all the weights in Z(R, W), and the 
induced set of bases B(R, W). The next definition is central. 
Definition. Given the ordered sets R and W, we define a partition of E into the 
following three classes: 
(i) elements which appear in no base in B(R, W), 
(ii) elements which appear in every base in B(R, W), 
(iii) elements of E which appear in some base in B(R, W) but not in all of them. 
The pairing theorem, in the next section, characterizes the structure of the set 
B(R W. 
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3. Pairing theorem 
Theorem. The elements of class (iii) consist of an equal number of red and white 
elements, and can be mated one-one into red white pairs (Ri, Wj) such that the fol- 
lowing property holds: If C(E) is any interleaving in I(R, W) and B is the associated 
minimum weight base in B(R, W), then Ri is in B if and only if Wj is not. In par- 
ticular, Ri is in B whenever C(Ri)< C(Wj); Wj is in B whenever C(Ri)>C(Wj). 
Hence for any interleaving C(E), the associated minimum weight base contains 
all elements from class (ii), and exactly one element from each pair in class (iii). We 
will prove the pairing theorem in Section 6, where we will also give an efficient 
algorithm to find the three classes, and the pairing of class (iii) elements, given only 
the internal order of R and the internal order of W. This partition is very useful, 
since once it and the pairings of class (iii) are known, the minimum weight base can 
be determined with at most (B 1 comparisons, for any particular weighting from 
I(& W). 
Before proceeding, we note a minor extension of the main result. As given above, 
the internal weight order in R is strict, as is the internal order in I+‘. Further, an inter- 
leaving permits no ties in the weights of two elements in R and W. This last assump- 
tion can be relaxed. That is, the internal order in R and W is kept strict, but if the 
definition of an interleaving is changed to permit C(Ri) = C( Wj) for some i and j, 
then the pairing theorem is changed only in the following way: If Ri and Wj are 
pairs in class (iii), then when C(R,) = C( Wj), a minimum weight base of M can be 
constructed by arbitrarily including either C(R,) or C(Wj), but only one. We will 
not prove this claim, but it follows easily from the pairing theorem by considering 
tie breaking perturbations of weights. 
4. The matroid selection problem 
We now consider a practical problem that can be efficiently solved using the 
pairing theorem. Let M be a matroid with element set E partitioned into sets R and 
W, with real valued weights C(E) assigned to E. The matroid selection problem is 
to find, for all feasible q, the minimum weight base B of M, subject to the constraint 
that B contain exactly q elements from R. A special case of this problem arises in 
the design of communication trees in a computer network [l]. The objective there 
is to construct the minimum weight spanning tree of the network, such that a given 
root node must not have degree greater than a given k. In this case, all of the edges 
adjacent to the root can be considered to be in R, and all other edges in W. 
The matroid selection problem is not solvable by any of the greedy algorithms, 
but is a special case of the general weighted matroid intersection problem [3], and 
therefore general matroid intersection algorithms can be used to solve the problem. 
However, the running time of the weighted matroid intersection algorithm specia- 
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lized to the selection problem is 
O(IEI’iBi’+ lEl /Bl’c(XI)), 
where c(M) is the time needed to find, in matroid M, a circuit in a subset of E which 
contains at most one circuit, or to determine that there are none. Further, the 
weighted matroid intersection must be run separately for each possible value of q. 
In the case of the minimum spanning tree problem with q edges from R, the time 
needed by the above method for just a single value of q is 0(n6), where n is the 
number of nodes of the graph. 
In this section we show how the pairing theorem can be used to solve the matroid 
selection problem. The efficiency of this solution will be discussed in Section 6, after 
the pairing algorithm is introduced. It will be shown, in particular, that for the mini- 
mum spanning tree problem this method needs at most 0(n2) time to solve the 
selection problem for all values of q. 
To solve the selection problem, we view it in terms of matroid interleaving. We 
modify the weights of R by adding the variable A to the weights of all elements in 
R. Then any base containing r elements from R, has modified weight equal to its 
original weight plus r x A. Therefore, for fixed i., if the resulting minimum modified 
weight base B has r elements of R, then B solves the selection problem for q= r. 
Varying I from -w to +m produces a sequence of minimum modified weight bases 
corresponding to the solutions of the selection problem, with q varying from its 
largest possible value to its smallest possible value. 
Adding ,4 to the weights of R preserves the order of the R set weights, while the 
weights and order of the Wset remains constant. Hence as A varies the order of the 
weights of E defines a class of interleavings of R and W. Then if Ri and Wj are 
paired elements of class (iii) as given by the pairing theorem, and B is the minimum 
weight base associated with a given value of i,, the pairing theorem states the Ri is 
in B if and only if C(Ri) + A < C(W,). The selection problem can therefore be 
solved as follows: 
(a) Given R, Wand C(E) find classes (i), (ii), and the pairings of class (iii) (the 
algorithm for this will be given in Section 6). 
(b) For each (Ri, Wj) pair of class (iii) compute A, = C(Wj) - C(Ri), and sort 
the L, values. 
(c) Suppose the number of R elements of class (ii) is p. Then the minimum 
weight base with exactly q elements from R consists of the class (ii) elements, the 
red elements of the q-p pairs with smallest ,4, values, and the white elements of 
the remaining pairs. 
(d) The minimum value for q is p, and the maximum value is p + k, and (c) im- 
plies that any value of q between p and p + k is feasible. 
5. An application in economics 
The pairing theorem has an interesting application in economics arising from 
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competition of two organizations. Suppose n people are employed in two organiza- 
tions R and W, and that these organizations compete to place their employees into 
m < n jobs offered by a third organization J. Each individual in R and W is capable 
of doing some subset of the jobs offered by J, and each individual has a salary which 
Jmust pay if that individual is hired. Note that if J hires an individual i, then Jpays 
a salary depending on i, but independent of which job i is given. Such an assumption 
is realistic, for example, when R and Ware consulting or law firms or universities 
doing contract research. Organization J must pick up the salary of any individual 
it hires, but individuals with different salaries may be capable of doing many of the 
same jobs. The jobs are such that each individual gets at most one job, and the 
objective of J is to choose people from R and W to fill the m < n jobs at minimum 
total cost. 
Organizations R and Wcompete for the jobs by setting the salaries of their respec- 
tive empolyees. That is, in order to get more of the jobs, or more total income, R 
and W respectively may change the salaries that .I must pay for the people it hires. 
The pairing theorem becomes applicable when the following constraint occurs: The 
order of the salaries of the employees in R are fixed, as are the order of the salaries 
in W. This constraint often occurs as a result of union rules, or as a result of govern- 
ment regulation. For example, employees in an industry may take salary cuts to 
make the industry more competitive, or may get salary increases to offset inflation, 
but in either case the order of the employees alaries is not generally changed. Hence 
R and W compete by modifying their employees alaries, but neither organization 
changes the internal order of those salaries. 
The problem as seen by J can be modeled by a bipartite graph with n individuals 
on one side, m jobs in the other, an edge between an individual and a job if and 
only if the individual can do the job, and a weight (salary) associated with each indi- 
vidual. Then J chooses the individuals so that the jobs get done at minimum total 
weight. It is known [3] that the minimum weight set of individuals to fill the jobs 
is a minimum weight base in a ‘transversal matroid’. Hence when the above con- 
straint on the order of the salaries is obeyed, the pairing theorem has the following 
consequence: Knowing only the internal order of the salaries of R and the internal 
order of the salaries of W, the individuals of R and W can be partitioned into three 
sets such that no matter how R and W set their respective salaries, the individuals 
in the first set are always guaranteed some job from J, the individuals in the second 
set never get jobs from J, and the remaining individuals are mated l- 1 into R-W 
pairs (Ri, Wi> such that Ri gets a job from J if and only if Wj does not. Hence, Ri 
has a fixed competitor Wj, and Ri gets a job if and only if his salary is set lower 
than that of Wj. It is interesting to note that Ri and Wj might not even compete for 
any given job, i.e. there may be no job in J which they both can do. 
6. Proof of the pairing theorem 
The proof of the pairing theorem is in three parts; recognizing the three classes; 
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proving equal cardinality of the red and white elements of class (iii); and pairing the 
class (iii) elements into red-white pairs so that for any base B in B(R, W) exactly 
one element of each pair is in B. The following fact will be needed throughout. 
Fact. Given a weighting C(E) of the elements E in M in which all the weights are 
distinct, the minimum weight base of M is unique, and an element e is in the mini- 
mum weight base of M if and only if e is not the maximum weight element of any 
circuit in M. 
The uniqueness of the minimum weight base is well known and is proved in 
Lawler [3]. The rest of the fact is a direct consequence of the uniqueness of the base, 
and the correctness of the following two well-known greedy algorithms for finding 
a minimum weight base of M. 
Greedy algorithm 1. In decreasing order of the elements’ weights, successively con- 
sider each element for inclusion into the minimum weight base. An element e is 
rejected if and only if e is contained in some circuit of E - U, where CJ is the set 
of elements already rejected, i.e. E - U consist of those elements already included 
in the base, plus e, plus those elements not yet considered. 
Greedy algorithm 2. In increasing order of weight, successively consider each ele- 
ment e for inclusion into the base, and reject the element e if and only if there is 
a circuit in SU (e}, where S is the set of elements already included in the base. 
The first greedy algorithm rejects e if e is the maximum weight element of some 
circuit of M, and the second algorithm rejects e only if e is the maximum weight 
element of some circuit of M. Since the resulting base is unique, the fact is proved. 
A further discussion of the above greedy algorithms can be found in Lawler 
[3, p. 2841. 
Lemma 1. Classes (i) and (ii) can be recognized by two minimum weight base com- 
putations. 
Proof. Consider some interleaving C’(E) in which every red element has less weight 
than every white element, and let B’ be the associated minimum weight base. For 
such weights, the above fact implies that any red element Ri not included in B’ is 
the maximum weight element of some circuit S containing only red elements. The 
interleavings preserve the order of the weights of the red elements, hence Ri will be 
the maximum weight element of S for any interleaving, and will be in no base in 
B(R, W). By definition, no red element in B’ is in class (i) and therefore the red 
elements of class (i) are exactly those red elements omitted from B’. Further, any 
white element Wj in B’ will be in every base of B(R, W). Since Wj is not the max- 
imum weight element of any circuit when all red elements weigh less than all white 
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elements, there is no interleaving in which Wj is the maximum element of some 
circuit M. By definition, all white elements of class (ii) are in B’, and therefore the 
white elements in B’ are the white elements of class (ii). 
In a similar way, the white elements of class (i) and the red elements of class (ii) 
are recognized by considering all red weights greater than all white weights, and the 
associated minimum weight base B”. 0 
Lemma 2. Class (iii) contains an equal number of red white elements. 
Proof. Let B’ and B” be as in Lemma 1. We claim that B’ consists exactly of all 
the red and white elements of class (ii), and all the red elements of class (iii). To 
see this, note that the only red elements omitted from B’ are, by Lemma 1, in class 
(i), and the only white elements in B’ are in class (ii). Similarly, B” consists of the 
red and white elements of class (ii), and the white elements of class (iii). B’ and B” 
have equal cardinality, and so class (iii) contains an equal number of red and white 
elements. Cl 
Pairing algorithm. Let k be the number of elements of each color in class (iii). We 
now give an algorithm which finds k red-white pairs of class (iii) elements, such 
that at most one element from each pair is present in any base in B(R, W). Let B’ 
be as in Lemma 1, and assume W.L.O.G. that the white elements of class (iii) are 
w,, w,, . . . . Wk. Set BO equal to B’ and repeat the following for j = 1 through k: 
(a) Add Wj to Bj_1, creating the unique circuit C. 
(b) Find the red element Ri of largest index among the red elements of C’. We 
will show below that such a red element exists, and is in class (iii). 
(c) Pair Ri with Wj. Remove Ri from the result of step (a), yielding the base Bj. 
Fig. 1 gives an example of the algorithm and the resulting pairing for a graphic 
matroid, where the minimum weight base problem is the minimum spanning tree 
problem. 
Lemma 3. The pairing algorithm pairs the elements in class (iii), and for any base 
B in B(R, W) at most one element from each pair is in B. In fact, for B associated 
with the interleaving C(E), oniy the least weight element of each pair can appear 
in B. 
Proof. Consider Wj and the circuit Cj resulting from adding Wj to Bj_1 in step (a). 
By construction, Wj is the white element of maximum index in Cj, and hence for 
any interleaving, the maximum weight white element in Cj. Cj must contain at least 
one red element, or else Wj would be the maximum weight element in C’ for all 
interleavings, and would be in class (i). Let Ri be the red element paired to Wj in 
step (c) of the algorithm. For any interleaving, R; is the maximum weight red ele- 
ment in C’, and hence for some interleaving, the maximum weight element in C’. 
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Fig. 1. (a) Graph G with class (i) arcs deleted. G has one class (ii) arc and four class (iii) arcs. (b) &. 
(c) arcs W, and R2 pair. (d) B,. (e) arcs Wz and RI pair. (f) B2. 
Therefore, Ri can’t be in class (ii), and must be in class (iii). 
The above shows that for any interleaving C(E), the maximum weight element 
of circuit Cj is either Ri or Wj. Therefore, for any B in B(R, W), at most one of 
those elements can be in B. In fact, for interleaving C(E) and associated base B, 
only the minimum weight element of the pair can be in B. Cl 
To complete the proof of the pairing theorem, note that every base B in B(R, W) 
contains exactly k class (iii) elements. Since there are k class (iii) pairs, and at most 
one element from each is in B, exactly one element from each pair is in B. This com- 
pletes the proof of the pairing theorem. 
Algorithmic efficiency and a one pass algorithm 
In the above presentation, classes (i) and (ii) are recognized by finding the mini- 
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mum weight bases resulting from two particular interleavings, and then finding the 
pairing of class (iii) elements using the pairing algorithm. However, these three tasks 
can be done together in one pass through E. Let Be be the empty set, and apply the 
pairing algorithm using all elements E in the order R,, . . . . R,, W,, . . . . W,. Any ele- 
ment completing a monochromatic circuit is rejected and placed in class (i). Any 
white element completing a bi-chromatic circuit is paired with the red element of 
maximum index in the circuit, and the red element is deleted. Finally, any white ele- 
ment not completing a circuit is placed in class (i), as is any red element which 
remains in the base after all the white elements have been examined. Viewed this 
way, the pairing algorithm is seen as an extension of the second greedy algorithm 
discussed earlier. 
The single pass method above is perhaps conceptually simpler, however, the origi- 
nal three pass methods may often by more efficient, for the following reason. As 
before, let c(M) be the time needed to find, in matroid M, a circuit in a subset of E 
containing at most one circuit, or to determine that there are none. Then, the pairing 
algorithm needs 0( lB 1 c(M)) time, the single pass method needs 0(/E 1 c(M)) time, 
and the three pass method needs O@(M)+ IBI c(M)) time, where t(M) is the time 
needed to find a minimum weight base of M. For certain matroids, the problem of 
finding the minimum weight base can be solved particularly efficiently by special 
methods, even though c(M) is relatively large. Further, IBI is often substantially 
smaller than IEl, and so it often happens that t(M)<(jEI - )Bl)c(M), and the three 
pass method proves more efficient. 
The matroid selection problem is efficiently solved using the pairing algorithm. 
In the case of the minimum spanning tree problem with q edges from R, the three 
pass algorithm solves the selection problem for all values of q in O(n’) time while 
the one pass method needs O(lEj n) time. Recall that the method based on general 
matroid intersection required 0(n6) time just a single value of q. 
It is possible to improve the efficiency of pairing method in the context of particu- 
lar matroids. For example, Gabow and Tarjan [2] have improved the speed of the 
pairing algorithm for graphic matroids, and have presented other methods to solve 
the selection problem for other specific matroids. 
7. Successive modification 
Many computing applications involvin g the repeated computation of a given 
function, where the values of the function variables are successively modified, or 
are drawn from some class of possible values. For such applications, it is desirable 
to devise methods to ‘preprocess’ the data in order to speed up the successive com- 
putations. Some techniques for successive modification of minimum spanning trees 
are given in [4]. 
Consider the situation in which the successive modification consists of choosing 
different interleavings in a minimum weight base problem. A typical special case of 
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this model is the situation in which the weights of some elements are held constant, 
while the remaining weights are given by an order preserving function of some para- 
meter. The pairing can be used to preprocess the elements o that when actual inter- 
leaving is specified, the minimum weight base can be computed at the cost of at most 
m comparisons, where m is the size of the base. The complexity of the pairing 
algorithm will vary for different matroids, and depends on the difficulty of finding 
circuits. However, once the pairing is known, the minimum weight base problem 
reduces to a simple problem of comparisons, regardless of the matroid. This is a 
substantial algorithmic improvement for many matroids where finding circuits is 
expensive. Further, the pairing gives a compact representation of all the bases in 
B(R, W), which is useful for computer applications where the bases must be effi- 
ciently stored and retrieved. 
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